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Editorial
Today, I spent the evening exploring the hills of Maula Ali. The sky was the palest of
blues and the lake below a brittle reflection of this sky. The thing I like the most about
this place is that it’s walkable and silent. Mostly. Sometimes an impatient crow might
insist on having a conversation, and I don’t mind those times. Walking is something I
love. And I would recommend it to every writer. There’s something about putting one
foot in front of the other that opens up the gates to words.
And while I walked this monadnock, I thought about the kind of journey ‘Narrow Road’
has been for the editors. I smiled, knowing that no two editions have followed a pattern.
We have endeavoured continuously to bring something new to this journal, and I believe
we have done okay so far. With Narrow Road – Vol 8, we are excited to bring to you a
new section called ‘Srividya Speaks Poetry’. Srividya Sivakumar, who earlier wrote this
column for ‘The Hindu’ is a poet, columnist and a teacher-trainer. Her musings into the
machinations of poetry are rich, sensuous and insightful.
Like always, we present to you a careful sampling of what we believe are works that
represent some of the most soulful voices in the genres we curate. Sivakami Velliangiri,
the guest editor for the ‘Poetry Section’, has put together an eclectic collection of
anecdotal poetry. Each of these offering and every haibun, in the pages that follow,
shines with sublime elegance.
‘Fiction’, however, continues to be a slippery road. There were submissions, to be sure,
but they didn’t quite meet the expectations of the editorial team. The submitted stories
neither surprised nor elated us, and we instead settled for showcasing three short stories
by the editors. We are quite unhappy with this solution. So, here’s a call to all of you
reading this journal, spread the word amongst your writer friends and let’s get some
great stories flowing in.
Signing off on that note. I hope that you, dear reader, would enjoy reading the works we
have curated. Our heartfelt gratitude to you.
Paresh Tiwari

Fiction

Paresh Tiwari
On a Summer Night
The half-moon balcony was Elmo’s personal box seat to the world. He could stay
there all day long, watching the busy street below. Sometimes sparrows alighted around
the potted Tulsi and kept him company. When a particularly brave one cautiously
hopped over and pecked the breadcrumbs near his feet, he would strike a conversation.
Occasionally they did answer. How little they had to say or worry about. Hungry, blue,
wind, seed and sometimes flee. No matter what he said, they would repeat these words
like an incantation. Even when they cocked their heads, fixed him with one beady eye
and looked like they had understood, sooner or later they would punctuate him with a
hungry or blue or flee. And he would burst out laughing. The brick lined street under the
balcony was a different matter though.
Every morning when the sun spilled in from the bedroom window, riding over
little specks of dust, Elmo hopped over to the balcony and plonked himself on the cane
swing. Today was no different.
‘At least brush your teeth first,’ came Sia’s voice from the window.
‘Why should I? Did you ever see a Lion brush?’ he rolled his eyes without turning
around to look at her.
‘You will know why, when they rot, and the dentist pulls them out. One by one.
Besides you shouldn’t be sitting there, doing nothing, all day long.’
‘I think you are just jealous,’ retorted Elmo, conveniently ignoring the image of
rotten teeth that had just flashed before his eyes.
‘Jealous? Me? What for?
‘Jealous that I can sit here all day doing nothing, when you have to worry about
fitting in a year-old school dress, catching the old tuk-tuk to that stink-hole of a school,
doing your homework whether you want it or not, preparing for exams. Phew, I get tired
just thinking about all that work.’
Sia pursed her lips and balled up her fists. ‘You know what mister,’ she said. ‘Next
time, you can get your own food from Maa. I am tired of saving you my share.’ She
stormed out.
‘But she refuses to even look at me. Would you leave me here to starve all day?’
he called out behind her but didn’t move an inch from the swing in the balcony.

The street was getting busier and soon he was lost. Mr. Sharma hurried by on his
way to work, hurling curses at anyone who crossed his path. The shrill horn of Rustomji’s
car sliced through the scent of frying samosas from Chandu’s sweet shop. Hamideh
shuffled by, haggling with the vegetable vendor - her ample bottom swaying
dangerously in a bright yellow sari, and the stray brown dog sauntered around, sniffing
trash cans and peeing on them when he found nothing interesting.
Every day, Elmo would hang around in the balcony, waiting for Sia to return and
then recount the day’s adventures to her. He would weave his stories around the lives
of Mr. Sharma, Rustomji, Chandu, Hamideh, the stray brown dog, and the sparrows. The
sparrows somehow were always there. The two of them would add details,
inconceivable characters, and unfathomable events to the tales. Sometimes the stray
joined in, howling details that he had missed. Together Sia and he would weave the
threads, adding texture to the tapestry until the story became a living, breathing entity.

Sia had met Elmo when she was five years old. That evening in the
neighbourhood park, none of the kids wanted to play with her. She was too young, frail
and awkward for football, they reasoned. So, she sat down sobbing under a young
mango tree in blossom, her tiny shoulder convulsing with every sharp intake of breath.
A few minutes later, he had leapt from an overhanging branch and landed on his toes
nimbly as if he had been doing this all his life. His lips were smeared with the stickysweet-ochre juices of a ripe mango. She had looked at him wide eyed. She had never seen
anything quite so wild or reckless. His palms were grubby, and his knees scraped. His
hair was matted, and his eyes seemed to crinkle with mischief long before the lips curled
into something that could have been a grin. Sia had taken an instant liking for him. In
fact, she was the one who had named him Elmo. Not that evening. That evening she had
simply called him a monkey and he had chattered, whooped, screeched and scratched
himself with such vigour that she rolled with laughter on the fresh cut grass.
That was seven years ago. Soon Sia started visiting the park only to meet him and
they were inseparable. He liked to answer the call of birds and whistle to strays. She
liked to pelt him with Jamun seeds. Sometimes he imitated the rowdy colony boys who
liked to rough each other up, especially because it made her laugh so hard. That was
their secret. Their revenge on those who thought she wasn’t good enough to play with
them. Soon Sia and Elmo had a new brood of friends. The spotted mongrel – Lula, who
chased the ball or her own tail with equal pleasure, the black cat – Sleepyhead, who
purred and bristled her tail against Sia’s shins, and the squirrel – Stripes, who would
hang motionless like a ripe mango about to fall from the branches, then dart down to
pick up the crumbs they had offered. Elmo knew how to make friends with them all.
A few days later he moved to her home.

He still remembered the day. It was Sunday and they had played together the
whole afternoon. They had built a castle with stones and raised a bright red flag fashioned from an old torn kite, on its tallest minaret. He had even told her the story of
that kite, the places it had visited and the things it had seen. How it had floated over the
wings of evening breeze and circled the nests of birds high up in the trees. He had told
her how the maanja was fashioned from the shards of moonlight. Sia had heard it all with
rapt attention. But when the sun went down behind the beard of the century old Banyan,
Sia’s mother had come calling out for her. Worried that she hadn’t eaten anything that
afternoon.
Sia took Elmo’s hand and together they had sprinted to meet Maa.
‘Meet my best friend in the whole world,’ she had squealed.
Even though Maa had looked a bit confused, she did ask ‘How wonderful. What’s her
name?’
‘Her?’ Sia had rolled her eyes. ‘Is it his long hair? You are right, I don’t think he
has ever had a haircut.’ She giggled, ‘His name is Elmo. Say hello Maa.’
Maa had smiled indulgently, and asked ‘Would he join us for dinner then?’
‘Will you? Will you?’ She had pleaded, bouncing around like an overinflated
balloon, ‘Please, please say yes.’ And he did. Seven years ago. Since then they had lived
together, sharing the bedroom, the toys, the window, the food and the balcony.

Sia was in an unusually sullen mood as she boarded the black yellow autorickshaw - the tuk-tuk. She hugged her blue rucksack and rocked on the balls of her feet,
seething. She didn’t like quarrelling with her oldest friend. The auto-rickshaw weaved
in and out of the impatient horns, belting Bollywood songs from a tinny radio taped to
the driver’s seat. A few stops later, Urvi climbed aboard and plunked her school bag on
the pitted floor. Sia shifted to make space for her without saying a word.
‘Bad mood, eh?’ Urvi elbowed her. Sia shook her head.
‘Yes, of course,’ said Urvi. ‘The next thing you would tell me is that you didn’t
have one of your little spats with your buddy!’
‘He is bloody insufferable,’ said Sia, ‘And a lazy bum to top it off.’
‘And goes without saying . . . never to be seen when one wants to meet him.’
‘He is shy,’ Sia gave the usual explanation, but her voice was brittle and Urvi
decided not to push it anymore.

The sun rode high up in the sky, beating down with fury. But Elmo hardly felt it.
He liked the way sunlight played with the fence of the balcony, painting neat shadowbars on the tiled floor. They seemed to go right through him. Around midday Maa
opened the door to Sia’s room. It was time for the daily cleaning. She would pick up Sia’s
clothes, arrange her books and dust the table. Sometimes she even came to the balcony
and sat down with him. On days like that they shared a comfortable silence. Sometimes
he did try to talk to Maa. Tried to tell her how much he loved being a part of this family.
What it meant for a street child like him. But Maa was never much for conversations. At
least not with him. Yet he liked her. He liked the gentle warmth that her mere presence
brought to the room. Today, she sat on the corner of Sia’s bed with her painting folio.
She took out the paintings and spread them over the bed. Elmo shuffled over to the bed
and sat by her side. He could see these paintings for hours. Paintings of the time Sia and
he had spent together chasing pigeons, dancing in the rain, running circles around a tree,
making sand castles on the beach, or playing in the snow.
He missed the family vacations. They were hard to come by now, what with Dad’s
work pressures, his constant travels and the extra expenditure on Sia’s music class. There
were also all the new friends she had made. Sometimes she deliberately left him behind
when going out with her friends.
‘It’s a girl thing, Elmo. What would you do there?’ She had explained the last time
she went out for a movie with friends. As if he didn’t know.
‘Why don’t you just admit, you are ashamed of me,’ he had spat back and then
sat in a darkened room all evening. They did make up by night when Sia sang him a
song. His favourite. But something changed that day. Neither of them knew what.

All through the day at school, Sia thought about Elmo. He had been her friend for
as long as she could remember, and she hadn’t been fair to him of late. Secretly she was
embarrassed of having a friend that no one could see or hear. And yet he was always
there when she needed him - with a wise-crack, a story or a hug. But she liked her new
friends too. She liked painting her nails, in colours that she often found hard to
pronounce. She liked doing up her hair, with butterfly clips that were so delicate and
pretty, she thought they would fly off. She could look at herself in the mirror for hours,
trying out new dresses and shoes.
When Sia reached home, he was sitting in a corner of their room, head bent over
a sheet of white paper. A brush raced a jagged path over it. She sat down cross-legged
by his side.

‘What are we painting today?’ She asked. Elmo ignored her resolutely, bending
further down over the painting, but his hand was still waiting for her to say something
more.
‘Are you trying to vanish into that painting?’ She waited for a few moments before
adding, ‘You are not going to talk to me? Like ever? I haven’t been a good friend, have
I?’.
‘Not really,’ he said in a small voice and looked up. ‘But neither have I.’
‘Well, that’s true too. But if I am truly honest with myself, I have been acting a bit
like a bi**h.’ Sia said without a hint of smile. ‘It’s not that I don’t want to be friends with
you anymore. Or that I don’t like spending time with you, but there is so much more that
I wish to do. All my friends have grown up. And I seem to have been left behind. I don’t
even know if I want to. But whether I like it or not, I am changing Elmo. What in the
world is happening to me?’
‘Are you asking me?’
Sia nodded. Her eyes pleading.
Elmo laid down the brush. ‘You know what pupas do? They are like caterpillars
one day and then they sleep through the night inside an ugly looking molt and emerge
all resplendent. With wings to boot. Some of them do turn up with horrid blotches all
over. But mostly resplendent. So, let’s stick with that. I think you are that pupa, ready to
live a new story. One that you are weaving for yourself.’
‘A pupa? Did you just call me a pupa? For real?’ Sia widened her eyes in mock
disgust. Then smiled and covered his hand with hers. ‘Do you do that too? Live your own
story sometimes?’
‘I have been living it for over seven years now.’

That summer night, Sia and Elmo held each other and slept like twins in a womb.
They dreamt and breathed as one. The less than full moon slipped past the balcony
unnoticed. A million stars twinkled outside and faded into the night-ink. When the sun
trickled in through the window, Sia woke up. And Elmo wasn’t there.
He was gone. Like sand slipping through her clenched fist. It was the first thought
that came to her. Even before the walls of the room closed around her chest. The words
swirled, congealing into a thick black mass. He is gone. And, soon, their bedroom, the
house in whose eastern corner it sat, and the tiny garden outside with its gnarled old red
hibiscus and the half-grown mango tree they had planted together, all these would be
gone as well. Like a card house it would all crumble into a heap. Taking with it the

sparrows, the squirrels, the stray brown dog, and the viridian kite they had promised to
fly together, come October.
She raced to the balcony and the kitchen. The bathrooms and the garden outside.
She looked for him in her parent’s bedroom and in her father’s study. Under the beds
and the tables.
And then she ran outside in her bed clothes, calling out his name. Unmindful of
the slowly spreading Rorschach blot of red brown on her skirt.

Raamesh Gowri Raghavan
The Anandananda Medical College
Vinashakale Vipritabuddhi
These compelling Sanskrit words (destructive thoughts occur at destruction time)
are the motto of Sri Sri Sri Anandananda Mahaswamiji Medical College at Thiruvambur
on the Mysore-Trichy road in South India. From the midst of the perennially droughtstricken rice fields of the Cauvery delta, the white marble dome of this temple of modern
India rises over the horizon, startling the unsuspecting bus rider. The dome - shaped as
a thirteen-petalled lotus (representing the thirteen Vaishnavite Alwar saints) surmounts
a seven-sided palace (representing the seven celestial Hindu saints) surrounded by sixtythree red sandstone pillars (representing the same number of Shaivite Nayanmar saints).
This coliseum stands in a campus blooming with flowering plants from all over India (it
is said a secret pipeline brings water all the way from monsoon-drenched Coorg). Statues
of other great saints and scholars: Thiruvalluvar, Kabir, Aryabhatta, and many more
stand in the gardens, reminding the medical students of our ancestors’ wisdom and
knowledge. This oasis is surrounded by three shimmering lakes in the shapes of the
leaves of mango, neem, and peepul. In the midst of each of these lakes stand the shrines of
the financial, intellectual and spiritual mentors of this hallowed institution, respectively.
Let us know and learn from the model lives of the three great persons who had strived
to erect this temple of their dreams. Let us read of the auspicious moments when their
paths crossed each other making it possible for the scores of aspiring young doctors to
worship at this cathedral.
We must travel to the famine-ravaged villages in the deep interiors of Bastar
district in Chhattisgarh State, where the life-story of Shri Ganba Joshi begins. No, he was
not born in this desolate place; he was merely a roadworks contractor under the National
Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme (NREGS) of the government. His work consisted
of receiving government projects for building roads in remote places so that health and
education could reach the withering and ignorant commons. Ganbaji was to hire these
very folk to build roads when there were no rains and therefore no crops to tend; to give
them wages for the roads they built; and to take back those wages as payment for wellearned nutritious foodstuff. It was thus that Joshiji rose in the eyes of Goddess Lakshmi
- who bestowed upon him uncounted wealth.
It is at the National Centre for Research in Non-Pancreatic Diabetes (NCRNPD),
Ujjain in Madhya Pradesh that we must learn about the second of our model citizens. It
is here that Dr. Jayaraghavaiah Rao, M.D., Ph.D., D. Sc. (popularly called Doctorji)
conducted years of determined and painstaking research. It was to test and validate the

wonder drug Dolorifac, which in its time was prescribed as a magic bullet for millions
of diabetics. It was the selfless pursuit of human service that gave the doctor the
inspiration to conduct studies on this new compound, and it was on his insistence that
Raxilab Inc., the company that had developed and manufactured the drug agreed to sell
it at one rupee per tablet so that poor diabetic patients could afford it. He was bestowed
with uncounted prizes, a result of his good favour with Goddess Sarasvati.
And now we must hear of the life of the greatest one - Sri Sri Sri Anandananda
Mahaswamiji, who has lent us his benevolence to call him simply as Guruji. And we
must make a pilgrimage to the hills of the Aravalli range in Rajasthan where Guruji
renounced the petty material world for the higher pursuit of salvation (moksha) and
universal consciousness (purusha). Through his penances Guruji attained vast spiritual
potential—none of which he kept for himself—though he could have walked into
Indraloka bodily. Guruji instead directed his energies towards the alleviation of human
misery, and millions came from all over the world to listen to his priceless preaching.
Unlike Ganbaji, Guruji wanted no wealth, and unlike Doctorji, he was not interested in
material knowledge. He only sought spirituality and was bestowed with uncounted
powers by Goddess Shakti.
So, how did their paths come to meet?
One sad monsoon day, when torrential rains had suddenly hit the droughtstricken parts of Chhattisgarh, Ganbaji was forever parted from his only son. He was
hurrying home from a camping holiday with his friends, but their vehicle got lost and
fell into the river Indravati. That day Ganbaji realized that the blessings of Goddess
Lakshmi were not for him alone—that he must share them with the less privileged
people of society. That is how he came to be the mentor of Sri Sri Sri Anandananda
Mahaswamiji Medical College.
But why did his son drown? He was traveling on a new metalled road that Ganbaji
himself had built. So, the government records and maps said, because the government
had swallowed what Ganbaji had told them. There was, in fact, neither road—only a dirt
track—nor bridge over the Indravati that young Master Joshi had to cross. In the
torrential rain, his car lost its way in poor visibility and drove into the river-bottom. Its
mangled remains were recovered after several days when the rains subsided.
The minimum legal wage was Rs. 172.00 per day of work. Ganbaji did not exact
more than eight hours of work per day and paid his labourers the legal wage. But he
recovered Rs. 120.00 from every man and woman as payments for goods sold and
interest on loans. He sold them cheap rice and flour and salt and onions, and gave them
loans at thirty percent interest (far higher than bank rates, but he gave loans without
questions or securities). They were poor, and he liked them to be that way. There was no
water for their fields—Ganbaji got them tanker water. He even bought their meagre
crops—at prices fathoms below the market quotes. And when they were crippled beyond

redemption, they gave up their land to him, unable to pay their debts and melted away
into the country to look for work in the cities. Ganbaji got free gravel and tar from the
government. He sold them to cement mixers and dye-makers. So, there were no roads.
But Ganba was not selfish. He shared his ill-gotten gains with the really needy
district collectors to whom he presented imported liquors, NREGA surveyors whose
mistresses’ bills he footed and even the three successive MLAs impoverished by the
people’s wrath for failing to bring any development. He had hung a huge gilt-framed
map of the ‘roads’ he had built in the hall of his majestic house but had to take it down
to put up a sandal-flower garlanded picture of the extinguished lamp of his family.
Ganba Joshi was shattered. He didn’t expect his comeuppance so soon, though he
knew it would come someday. Stricken with remorse, he and his erstwhile bejewelled
wife travelled from holy place to holy place. One day, they came upon a young man in
the Aravalli foothills, wearing nothing but rags and immersed in a deep and calm
meditation under a peepul tree.
He was not in a deep and calm meditation. He had fainted from starvation while
resting under the trees. Some months ago, this man’s affair with a servant-girl was
discovered, and he had been disgraced by the patriarch of the honourable (and therefore
tax-exempt) ‘Hindu Undivided Family’ he belonged to. The patriarch, whose last and
favourite son he had been, ceremonially disinherited him, by reducing his bequest to a
single bigha out of the seventeen thousand that were to be shared out among his brothers
and cousins. Strangely, this was the bigha on which the family well stood! His kinsfolk
discovered to their shock when the will was read; the paterfamilias had been secretly
merciful to his wayward son. This was three days after the incident, when the old
gentleman was found in his fields, his head missing.
The family court sat in judgment and our young man was convicted of murdering
the patriarch. This was untrue, but the head had turned up only on the next day, hanging
from a lamppost in the village square of the rival clan, who had avenged an old feud.
Our protagonist was sentenced to exile, and his solitary bigha confiscated. So wandered
this man to the Aravalli foothills, surviving on the charity of Jain pilgrims. Then, one
day, he was picked up by the police who were trying to get rid of ‘nuisance-makers’ (A
VIP was visiting Mt. Abu after having dramatically refused high office) and dumped
several miles away, where he starved. The grieving former road builder found him in
this state, and plied him with food, and asked him his name. Thus, Sri Sri Sri
Anandananda Mahaswamiji was incarnated.
Moved by the peace of mind this young ‘yogi’ had brought to him, Joshiji and his
wife spread the word far—among the collectors, surveyors and ex-legislators about the
radiant spiritual guide. In a few years, a sprawling Ashram complex emerged in the
lands Ganbaji had, for he still retained the territories he had sharked from the peasants.
A school for young boys, a place for orphaned virgins, a resting-place for lonely (but

rich) old people, the flower of philanthropy burst into bloom where once the rice had
died on the stalk. Many devotees came—rich and middle-class and poor—in special
trains and chartered flights to seek blessings and pour donations. The treasure-chest
accumulated until the bankrupt state cabinet began to look longingly at the Ashram’s
monies, hoping to pay its massive salary bill. It was at this time that a dedicated and
selfless devotee of Guruji suggested the building of a Medical College.

Dr. Jayaraghavaiah Rao was looking for a job. He had just resigned as Scientist GIII from the NCRNPD after the institutional ethics review committee had discovered
gross misconduct in his research. He had, for several years, been publishing efficacy
studies for the drug Dolorifac, until an independent study of diabetics in Malawi—where
the U.N. had paid a subsidy to disburse the drug to needy patients—found that the
‘drug’ did no better than the placebo. When the ethics committee summoned his coauthors, they found several of them to be imaginary; in fact, he’d been so convinced of
his impunity that he even made his dog a co-author: Dr. Pappi Singh. Obviously, the
data was fabricated. Doctorji had turned out to be the Cyril Burt of medicine. The
committee also found out that the promoters of Raxilab Inc. included the son of this
scientist. Raxilab had priced its worthless product at one rupee to undercut its rivals, and
not for social service. Many of the committee members had been long-standing
colleagues of Doctorji, and therefore were not disposed to press criminal charges against
him or publicise the findings. They permitted him to take ‘voluntary retirement’, while
his son discreetly offloaded his stake in the company. Parent and offspring were now in
search of jobs and reputations.

It was thus that Sri Sri Sri Anandananda Mahaswamiji Medical College was born,
mentored by the saint who found a conduit for his funds before the state cabinet got it,
captained by the doctor who earned himself a new reputation and job (he was the
founder dean) and built by the contractor who could finally atone for not having built
anything earlier. A piece of land in the barren Cauvery delta was purchased, and the
magnificent palace of white marble and red sandstone began to rise. The memory of the
great saints and scholars of India was to be incorporated into the architecture, explaining
the thirteen lotus petals, and the sixty-three pillars among other things. It was soon to be
joined by the three great tombs, as the three mentors went up to the Maker.
Sri Sri Sri Anandananda Mahaswamiji—now used to lavish foods—was failing in
health. He suffered from an unknown form of diabetes. His desperate doctor put him on
the then magic bullet Dolorifac, which only hastened the end (Doctorji kept his peace).
As Guruji lay dying, Ganbaji, who was at his side, found a knife in his intestines and
perished. It was put there by the brother of the servant-girl who had been spurned and
forgotten by the Mahaswamiji. She had goaded her brother onto this vengeful act after

her dreams of becoming a rich family’s soap-operatic daughter-in-law were shattered.
Infuriated that the godman had tricked him by dying a bit too early, the man stuck it into
Ganba whom he held responsible for the Swami’s success. Doctorji survived for a few
more days and organised an expedition to Bastar to collect rare herbs. He rode deep into
a forest, misguided by one of Ganba’s maps, for the government saw no reason to revise
them, as the NREGA surveyors had found others to pay their bills. There a tiger pounced
on him and ate him up.

Rohini Gupta
Encounter at a Train Station
I was very young when mother told me we were leaving Lahore, but when I asked
why she just said, “Now be a good girl and don’t make a fuss,” and gave me an errand
to run. Father muttered about fools who don’t know enough to leave a good thing alone.
Mother frowned as if she did not agree with him, but she said nothing aloud and neither
of them explained anything to me. When I opened my mouth to ask a question mother
just pushed me out of the door.
I didn’t want to leave but no one listened to my protests. I didn't want to go and
stay with my unknown uncle in Delhi. I had lived all my short life in this town, and it
was a carefree and happy life. I knew all the kids in the girls’ school. We studied together
and, in the evening, we played together under the great trees lining the road until all our
mothers leaned out of the balconies to call us for dinner.
I never knew that simple life could change but change it did.
Father began to lose his temper and started snapping at us. Mother began to sit
by the window, frowning in thought, refusing to speak to me. If I tried to get her attention
by pulling her sari, she was distant as if I was a distraction. I ran out of the house
whenever I could.
In school, it was no better. Girls I had known since childhood suddenly stopped
coming and disappeared without even saying goodbye. My best friend was absent one
day and others whispered that her parents had left the city. Our classroom was full of
empty benches but, when I cried for my lost friends, mother only said, don’t worry, you
will make new ones.
I didn’t want new ones. I didn’t want to start again in distant Delhi but when I
asked mother why we couldn’t stay, she just shrugged and said, “You will understand
one day. You will find new friends in Delhi and your father will find new pupils.”
My father taught music. Mostly classical based raagas with a little light music
thrown in. His students came from very well to do families, arriving in their own horse
carriages with nannies and ayahs. They were respectful and sincere, and ‘Masterji’ was
often taken for a ride in those carriages to visit the mansions of their fathers.
Occasionally, as a special treat, I was also invited.
I was old enough to know that father did not earn as much as some of the other
parents, but I was young enough that it did not seem to matter. Father often said that

respect was far more important than money. Remember that, he told me over and over.
Mom never said that.
Mother had three sisters and they visited often. In the privacy of the kitchen, they
brought her solid gold chains and bangles and insisted when mom protested. “You will
need them for your daughter,” I heard them telling her.

Mother always made me promise not to tell father and hid them away before he
came home. She kept them all at the bottom of the large metal rice bin from which she
scooped rice for our meals every day. “It's all yours,” she told me, “but promise me you
will keep it a secret.” I didn’t think father would care but I never said a word.
One day, when I returned from school, mother had emptied the cupboards,
spread the clothes on the bed and was sorting them out, putting some in suitcases and
throwing some on in a pile in one corner. When I asked her what she was doing she just
told me to go and play outside.

I asked my playmates what was going on, but they did not know either. We had
heard that some group was creating trouble, and there were whispers that others wanted
the British empire to leave, but we all laughed, knowing that we were too old to fall for
that one.
Summer came, hot and sweaty. Father spent weeks calling on the parents of his
students, telling them that he was leaving and collecting his dues. All too soon we were
packing everything in battered old trunks, ready to leave before monsoon made it
difficult to travel.
When the day came, mom took out the bundle at the bottom of the rice tin and
tied it in the folds of her sari. I asked why she did not put it in the trunks with the other
stuff, and she just gave me a push and said, “go take your bath, your father will be calling
us to leave any minute now.”
On a bright summer day, we left our old life and drove in a horse carriage to the
station. Mother looked sadly back, but I was too excited. I had never been on a train
before. We were early, of course. Mom and I found our cabin and father made sure the
porters stowed our trunks safely beneath our bunks. Mother took out a chain and put it
through each handle to fasten every suitcase firmly to the metal legs of the seats. She
hung the keys from a hook at the waist of her sari where the keys to the house doors and
cupboards had always hung.

I sat at the window, fascinated by the bustle of the station outside. I had never
seen a place so busy and so noisy. Everyone seemed to be shouting at everyone else.
People rushed past my window so fast I barely had time to see them.
Father came in with leaf plates of hot samosas and tiny clay containers of steaming
chai. I ate the delicious samosas, pressing my face to the window bars. The shouting
seemed quieter as a group of young men came down the platform. The crowd parted
respectfully for them, even the impatient porters stepped aside. They were all young,
cheerful, dressed in crisp white cotton kurtas and most of them carried a flag.
“Father, what flag is that?” I asked. It did not look like the red, white and blue flag
that flew on the Governor’s mansion.

Father came and looked out and his face darkened. “They are here also. Will they
never stop getting everyone into trouble?” He was so angry that I didn’t ask anymore
though I had a thousand questions. Father very rarely got angry.
I knew mother didn’t agree with him. She never argued but when she disagreed,
she would fiddle with her sari, twining the end round and round her fingers. She was
doing it now as she moved up beside me to look out of the window.
The intent look on her face made me peer at the group with interest. They were
coming to the train, waving a saffron, white and green flag with a spinning wheel at the
center. Most of them wore long white kurtas, but in their midst, was a much older man
who wore only a white dhoti. He was thin and wiry, wore only a cloth draped over his
shoulders and round old-fashioned spectacles. He walked briskly but carried a long
stick. He didn’t seem to fit among those jaunty young men.
I turned to ask mother about him. Father had gone to the door, leaving the two of
us alone at the window. Mother pressed close to the window and, under the cover of her
back, she did a quick pranaam. Her face was transfixed. She kept looking as if she
couldn’t turn away. Father was still standing at the door muttering under his breath.
To my delight, the whole band passed under our window. The main group went
ahead but a few stepped into the corridor. Father stepped back quickly, trying to close
the compartment, but he was too late.
One of the men looked in, saw only the three of us and he held the door open for
the others.
My father said stiffly, “This compartment is reserved. Please go to another.”
The young man didn’t answer, looking away.
“Do you have a ticket, young man?” my father persisted.

The young man turned to him, smiling. “From whom should I buy a ticket, sir?"
It sounded strange. I wondered if I should tell him you got tickets from the ticket
counter. Didn’t he know that?
"This is my ticket,” he gestured with the cloth flag on a stick which they all held.
I could see the khadi bag he put down contained bundles of them.
Two other young men came in, put cloth sling bags down, stepped out of their
chappals, stretched their bare feet and started to make themselves comfortable. My
father said sternly, “You have no tickets. I have reserved this compartment. I must insist
you leave at once.”
The young man was very polite, “Please bear with us, sir. We will not come in
your way. There is no room for us all on this train, so we just have to sit where we can.”
They sat near the door, leaving plenty of space between us, putting their bags
carefully between them and mother and me.
“I will call the conductor,” my father threatened. His threat had no effect. He
waited for a moment, and he went purposefully out of the door.
As soon as he was gone my mother did a calm namaste to them all and said, “May
you be victorious.”
“With your blessings, Mataji,” the young man said. “You do not seem to agree
with your husband.”
My mother put an arm around me saying softly, “Was it really him? Was it?”
“Yes, mataji, it was.”
My mother closed her eyes. “Thank Ram, I have had his darshan,” she said
fervently.
My father came back, scowling, without the conductor. He stood glaring at them.
“You people are only here to create trouble.” he said. “Why can’t you let us live
in peace? You will set fire to the whole country.”
One of the other young men said, “I hope so, sir, I certainly hope so.”
“You are insane,” my father grumbled, “What can you possibly hope to gain? You
cannot succeed. They will shoot you and then they will shoot us as well. Is that what you
want? Answer me. Is that what you want? Do you want to see our whole civilization
destroyed? Do you?”

He was trembling with fury. I gaped. I had never seen him so angry before. I could
only stare at him open-mouthed. Mother started to say something. He glared at her and
she shut up at once and looked away.
The young man said, “Yes, sir, that is just what we want. We want to destroy this
whole civilization. We want to breathe the air of freedom. If you are content with your
slavery….”
“I am no man’s slave,” my father shouted. Suddenly ashamed he lowered his
voice. “I like my life. They do not trouble me. I do not trouble them. I live a good life.
There is food for my wife and daughter, and new clothes at Diwali. What more can I
want?”
The young man looked at my mother. “Is that what you also want, mataji?”
Mother did not look at him, she looked away.
Father said angrily, “Of course, that is what she wants. To bring up our daughter.
What else?”
The young man kept looking at my mother. “Is that so?” he asked her.
I felt the resolution come into my mother. Occasionally a strong determination
filled her. Most of the time, she gave in quietly to everything father said, not even
advancing an opinion. But once or twice, when she made up her mind not even father
could shake her. I saw her lip strengthen and knew something strange was happening.
Father, of course, was oblivious. He saw nothing. He said, “Tell them you only
want our Premala to grow up in peace. Tell them.”
Mother got up in one swift move. She went past father and reached the young
man. She reached for the saffron and green flag. He gave it up willingly, smiling. It was
as if he understood something that father had not. Mother took the flag, came to me and
put it in my hand. Carefully she closed my fingers over it and closed her hand over mine,
so that we both held the flag.
She did not say a word or look at my father. Father opened his mouth and shut it
aghast. He made a move to snatch the flag from my grasp.
For a reason I did not understand, maybe because it meant so much to mother,
the flag was very precious to me. I shrank, and mother shielded me with her body.
Father stopped dead. He didn’t know what to do. He was beginning to feel like a
fool in front of these young men. He hesitated.

The young man folded his hands. “Mataji, my pranaams to you. The Mahatma
has always said the future of our country lies in the hands of its women. But until today
I did not understand him. Now I see he is right as always.”
Suddenly shy, my mother returned his pranaam.
"And to you, child," he pranaamed me as well, "You are the future of our nation.
May we all live to see a new age."
I smiled at him and clutched the flag, hiding it behind mother. I didn’t know what
was going on, but I knew something very important had just happened.
Father fumed silently. Mother looked out of the window. I saw that her eyes were
shining. I had rarely seen her so happy before. I felt happy too and I kept the flag. Father
went back to his seat and said no more.
I remember little of the rest of the journey, but I still have the flag.
A lot has happened since then. I know what the flag means now. And I know who,
on that long, hot summer day, came onto the station and onto our train, dressed in his
white dhoti, on his way to some meeting, some great momentous event that would shake
our world in just the way father feared.
Our world was shaken, and we survived and won our freedom. I never learned
the young man’s name and in later years I wondered if he survived or gave up his life as
so many young people did in the war of independence.
I remembered him often when life became tough.
I asked mother about that day, once, a couple of decades later, and she looked at
me and said simply, “I would have joined them if I could.” I knew she had not gone
because of me. My father never guessed how close she came to getting up and crossing
to the other side of the compartment.
On that day I knew nothing about independence. I had no idea what Mahatma
Gandhi in his simple white dhoti stood for, but I wanted him to succeed. With all my
heart I prayed for his success. Because it was so important to mother, even though I was
too young to know then how much it would mean to me.

First published in ‘To Catch a Falling Star’.

Poetry

Guest Editorial
When I was invited to guest edit Narrow Road 8, the Monsoon Edition, I set the theme
as Anecdotal Poetry. I wanted to read as many anecdotal poems as I could, and I was
curious to see what response we would get. We received more than a hundred poems—
and I have included almost all the poets, not because I see them as anecdotal but because
these poets believe that they are writing anecdotal poetry.
We received three or four ‘death poems’- Gayatri Lakhiani Chawla ‘Cold Blue’, Sufia
Khatoon’s ‘Khala’s mourning,’ Kashiana Singh’s ‘Incomplete Parts,’ and I was
astounded because I had not stopped to think of death as anecdotal, just as I had not
ruminated about our own Arun Kolatkar’s ‘Jejuri’ as being anecdotal. I had been reading
international poets and had failed to see what anecdotal poems were being written in
our own homeland.
Among the handful of what I consider to be anecdotal is Annie Zaide’s, ’Why did the
chickens cross the road?’ Smitha Sahay’s ‘Sheru or An ode to the Indian Pariah Dog,’ Dr
Santhosh Bakaya’s ‘Cold-warm days,’ Raamesh Gowri Raghavan’s, ‘Shaving in Siliguri,’
Srividya Sivakumar’s ‘Kiss Goodbye,’ ‘Priya Dileep’s ‘Reading Carver,’ Priya Narayan’s
‘Untitled’, ‘Nelson Santhosh’s ‘in the waves but waving,’ and Vatsala’s Maazhai,
translated by Dr. K.Srilata.
Annie, being the core journalist she is, could not resist to caricature the political in ‘Why
did the chicken cross the street?’, and in Smitha Sahay’s ‘Sheru or An ode to the Indian
pariah dog:’ it will be difficult for us to forget Sheru.’’ Dr. Santosh Bakaya’s, ‘Cold –
warm days ‘– which talks climate and growing up (Nothing could be done about the red
nose, though/You quipped, ‘may be, it will change colour, if I recite Poe), Srividya
Sivakumar’s ‘Kiss Goodbye’, a beautiful disarray, the stream of consciousness in poetry,
ending with these lines,’ The water is a loving ferocious goddess. And her blessing is
abundance; Raamesh Gowri Raghavan’s,’ Shaving in Siliguri’, where a mundane action
leads him to think about Teesta, the virgin Sikkimese stream now deflorated on the
Terai,/ pregnant with mud and moving zombie-like on the vast/emptiness of the doors
to her doom in the Brahmaputra; Priya Dileep ‘Reading Carver’, a sensuous anecdotal
poem, ‘Outside there was outside;’ Vatsala’s Maalai(zhai) ‘Twilight,’ translated by her
daughter Dr. K.Srilata, a sensitively written conflict about gender, the inner turmoil of a
child ,’--Today, in the forms I fill out, I write:/Third gender/with pride./ am fond of
twilight; ‘Priya Narayan’s Untitled’ which is a cross-gendered poem; Nelson’s, ‘ in the
waves, but waving,’ where he says, ‘my mother, close to tears herself, a deportee,/for
five minutes /was an anchor’; I have a special affinity for these poems, not necessarily
in the order I have mentioned.

Gopal Lahiri’s, ’Grandma’s Mirror’ is narrative of the anecdotal, so also is Jagari
Mukherji’s ‘Aspen’ Shobhana Kumar’s ‘Glass ceiling conversations with S’, and Minal
Sarosh’s Toran are narrative, with humour, nostalgic place affinities, and compassion.
Shriram Sivaramakrishnan’s ‘*oumuamua disentangles itself from the found poem
syndrome, longs and oblongs , space and pace find affinities; imagination spirals and
detaches it from the mother satellite—I mean the poem; Priyanka Kapoor’s, ‘The
Tyranny of Time,’ though it is archaic, I liked these lines; ‘At my navel /it
strongholds/and etches upon me like a yet another circular tattoo,/that I forgot is manmade, ‘RP Verlaine’s ‘Last Train Out’ is linear, sparse language, I will get home
soon /just another/stop /but all stops are a lie. - philosophical anecdotal.
Stanley R. Barken’s ‘Copying Mary Cassatt, Colins’s ‘Constance Amongst the Proletariat,’
and ‘Foto-Sicily Madonna,’ which is outright funny, balances the heavy with the lighter
side of life--as someone said, ‘it is easier to write nobly than lightly.’ Anna Cates’s
‘Dinner Date No Show’ has been included in the haibun section. The haibun editor for
the journal, likes how much insight we gain into the persona of the poet from a mere
three lines of prose. He also likes how subtle but surefooted the senryu is - giving the
whole piece an added dimension and a twist ending.
What I missed however was reading historical anecdotal poems.
I thank the editors of Narrow Road, Raamesh Gowri Raghavan, Paresh Tiwari and
Rohini Gupta for having given me the opportunity of living three months in the
anecdotal world.

Sivakami Velliangiri

Akila G
A Past Continuous
In my daughter’s art class
where the room sifts opaque in white sheets
the wall carries a canvas
a train window cloaked
with the burden of a girl
in a green frock smudged with yellow
(her faded dreams)
Her cheeks sink in a long jaw bone
her dark-wood hair plaited
with the darker interiors
sweat and tear streaks of unseen suns
dry on the bogey’s surface
She travels with me
to an unwashed film of a station
where we swap places
…her desire for my ticket
I shove a sandwich
in her hand
she feeds as crumbs
to a toddler
on her nubile tattered waist
The train escapes
the platform
her smile
her eyes
me
us
When an image appears as a function of time
distance becomes relative even in memory.

Annie Zaidi
Why did the chicken cross the road?
A - There was a black flag protest this side of the road
and the chicken didn't want to be seen
as associated, sympathetic or the sort of collateral everyone knows
is inevitable and, a few international hearings about war crimes
later, goes unpunished.
B - The chicken had its own politics.
Sometimes it is imperative to put nuance into the ideological spectrum
without altogether breaking rank and therefore
it only crossed the road but did not abandon
the site of protest.
C - The chicken was on hunger strike but
it saw a bottle filled with a fizzy drink
and felt compelled
to break rank with starving comrades
(the chicken used to watch a lot of television, especially advertisements)
(P.S. The chicken died
sadly young of complications
resulting from excessive sugar intake)
D - The act of the chicken crossing the road
slowly, making eye contact with each
furious driver, each cop, each nervous
pedestrian was a performance.
A revolutionary act in one part.
Afterwards, the chicken went into a pub
where it was joined by five or six others.
They drank some and ate some and
talked some. Later, it stood stock
still on the other side of the road,
let out a shudder and refused to talk about
what just happened.

Anna Cates
Dinner Date No Show
Midnight snow, the spaghetti and meatballs cold, the red wine tepid, and more and
more midnight snow . . .
rosy finch
huddling in a fir
hidden moon

Ardra Manasi
Rule of thumb
My grandmother once said: Love a man whose thumbs bend
He will be less stubborn when life is uncertain.
I pretended not to listen but always looked for this man
in fish markets and bookstores,
and for his thumb that bends easily.
For such a man is of great use,
especially to a woman who lives
in a stubborn body, who longs
to be inked in loops and whorls
with his fingerprints and more.
Hence I never stopped looking,
Till I found in an old photograph;
the callused thumb of a writer,
which bend away to flirt,
as he grinned at a woman in her forties,
who paused to get her paperback
signed on her yellowing mind.
When I finally met him, his thumb now no longer bends,
broken and unfixable; a fall from a bicycle some years ago.
I watched him struggle to remember the year
I didn’t want to know, or be stubborn; I loved him anyway
To forgo the search for a bending thumb
was my first thumb-rule of love.

Stanley H. Barkan
Copying Mary Cassatt
(8 March 2016, at the Metropolitan Museum)
The tall, thin, curly haired blonde,
with the aquiline face, wearing long blue Levi’s
and a sleeveless satin blouse,
her bra strings exposed
as she daubs more and more dark blue
on the dress of Lydia Crotcheting
in the Garden at Marly,
Mary Cassatt’s 1880 painting,
hanging on a wall of the gallery at the Met,
with many other impressionist works,
all, however, by men, not women.
Ladies walking by stop to photograph
this young woman with her mobile easel
set up with a box of colored tubes,
long brushes, and palette,
carefully copying the painting . . .
I, too, stop to watch, wondering
if Lydia and Mary are watching, too.

Dr. Santosh Bakaya
Cold – warm days
Let me tell you a story of long, long ago.
It was the time of chillai kalan
and the memory of those chilly days warms me, still.
The cold had really chilled us to the bones.
We battled the short electricity supply, frozen taps, and chilblained feet
with tweed pherans, mittens and caps, dry vegetables- brinjals,
gourds and turnips
sharing a kangri, hands held tight, sipping kehwa and stealing glances.
Nothing could be done about the red nose, though.
You quipped, ‘may be, it will change color, if I recite Poe.”
Slipping and tripping and furtively looking for chances of gripping
each other on the snow- sheathed meadows of Gulmarg,
watching a boatman using his oar, deftly breaking ice to ferry forward
on the partially frozen Dal Lake.
I still remember how those cold days of chillai kalan
had led to a comedy of tragic errors.
How the thought of your juvenile puns made me run,
before they crashed against me with the power of a gun!
Then came the guns!
Then came the storm! [Even longer than Chekhov’s storm.]
The sky seemed to crack, crack – crack- crack.
Crack with a stentorian wrath.
A blinding intense light plunged everything into darkness.
And chillai kalan was never again warm.
Ever.
Notes:
Kangri - The earthen fire pot in a wicker basket
Pheran – It is a long warm cloak that is worn in winter months in Kashmir
Chillai Kalan - It is the 40-day period of harsh winter in Kashmir, beginning from
December 21, ending on January 31.

Colin James
Constance Amongst the Proletariat
My blouse can be garrulously puffy
shoulders like a sci-fi fleet commander
hands behind back, butt extended
think Joan Collins in her prime.
Someone has left a pipe leaning against a wall.
It doesn't look like it belongs.
Then I remember The Wall Of Expression.
This month's theme, sanctuary.
The pipe may represent exclusion.
My black wig is also repressively skittish.
If I adjust the back then the front falls.
I am sure there is a hairdresser on level three
just past the public sleep quarters.
We have yet to make eye contact.
I think her name is Casa or Hacienda.

Gayatri Lakhiani Chawla
Code Blue
Years later I think about
the silence of the spaces
in between us,
the void that grew roots
in our bodies,
the stench of the carcass
in the bed that we shared.
Come monsoon,
I embrace
the ravine, the deep gorge of dementia
that seeped into our beings
to breathe again,
Death has a way of getting personal

Gopal Lahiri
Grandma’s Mirror
A few more wrinkles in her eyes
Grandma loves the concave mirror,
Her own unstuffy landscapes
Fall in love again and again,
Stirring up within the fear and exhilaration
Like a good rollercoaster.
There is a strong sense of the memories
collapsing into one another.
Some are joyous, some worrisome,
blend the mid-century elements that
Gradually settle into the rhythm of those
Unconnected days,
Out at the distance, the afternoon sun
Casting soft shadows,
On the leafy guava tree.
Grandma is in her starch crisp white saree
With red border, applying the
Vermillion along the part of the hair.
Blissfully cut off from the rest
Of the world,
Looking for the betel leaf and clove,
She is in her own private heaven,
Before the floor mirror,
In search of forgotten, isolated paradise.

Jagari Mukherjee
Aspen
The bottle of Aspen perfume you sent for me
remained for two decades in my wardrobe.
Aspen is not sweet:
my friends claimed it smelled of whiskey,
and I always sprinkled some onto my
dyed bandhani dupattas, which I seldom washed.
Perhaps everyone suspected that I was drunk
every time I donned a dupatta, especially
your favorite crushed cerulean
with lace detailing and white polka dots.
Perhaps it was not just sartorial:
it could have been my dreamy
eighteen-year old eyes hiding the memory
of your first proposal,
which always made me blush.
Today I blush at how I rejected you
for poetry.
Tonight, as on every night,
I sleep with books piled
on my bed, and an empty
Aspen bottle:
nobody else by my side.

Minal Sarosh
Toran
At Law Garden,
urgent taps on my car window,
and I quickly saw what the small boy
held out was of no use to me.
Hanging from a golden string was
a rag stuffed childhood,
a bright orange sparrow
unable to fly or chirp.
Tied to an empty
tobacco tin stomach concealed
under blue satin and a golden ribbon.
In the end was a small bell
whose chimes were not loud
enough for any temple.
He probably didn’t see it as I saw,
but only as a means for one meal,
and a toran for my room.
But, every time the wind sways it
I hear the roar of his hunger
louder than the tinkle of bells.

Notes:
Toran – decorative wall hanging
Law Garden – Garden in the city of Ahmedabad
(The poem was first published in Citi Digest Amdavad, March-April 2005)

Priya Dileep
Reading Carver
He read from Carver aloud.
In between lingering sips from his beer bottle
as I fiddled with his chest hair and sniffed at yet again,
the mole just under his left collar bone.
We thought of reading Carver instead of a stroll on the beach.
Our twin backpacks rested on the window seat opposite the cot
where you could stretch your legs as you stared outside
or collected your head, a rarity for sure in such places.
His voice was trippy and had lost the heaviness that at times
dangled from its form in moments of spiralling dislocation.
He poured beer into the dregs in my tea cup, I giggled.
Fingers wrapped around the china, imitating the surge within.
The man in the story was posing on the roof of his house then,
captured in his moment of clarity for a dollar by another with
chrome hooks where hands should have been:
‘Viewfinder’, it was titled.
A neat wedge of sunlight fell on our twined limbs,
frailer now in that pale glow from between curtains
he had parted to give the room character.
I could see from under his beard a little blue
and an unfinished building, waiting for touch up.
Outside there was outside.
And a little bird with littler wings, hovering above it,
searching for a way to be away.

Nelson Santhosh
in the waves but waving
my grief comes in waves
that recede roaring
like the male sea in manapad
home of my indian fathers
and home to a cave
where saint francis xavier
found himself in 1542
boatless warmless rootless
like the syrian grandmother
at immigration kissing
my mother's hand
begging her to stay.
my mother, close to tears
herself, a deportee,
for five minutes
was an anchor,
as swedish police
asked us gently
and then ordered us
to move
to go
to leave
to fly and not be found
amidst empty seats
and abandoned airplanes
at midnight in arlanda,
our loneliness found us
not soaring, not roaring,
and our grief came in waves.

Priyanka Kapoor
The Tyranny of Time
The maiming face,
the captain on the wall
trots to climb upon the ceiling
for its ambition to mimic the sun–
its father
its own time.
I look at the wind
how loose
for there is no rhythm,
in its fingers to seduce,
to clasp its own self,
and there is but a rustle
of a mellow present
without a (wait)
At my navel
it strongholds
and etches upon me like a yet another circular tattoo,
that I forgot
is man-made.

Priya Narayanan
Untitled
it's mangrove, not mango grove
the teacher flexed her tone. they're different.
we boys giggled at the back bench…
we were at that age when we knew
what other meanings of mangoes existed.
when mother crushed mango leaves to feed to the cows
the fragrance wafted in through the slats in closed windows
mother said the windows would have to stay closed
however sweaty and sticky I might feel
‘coz ghosts lived under our mango tree
and they prowled in the night's yellow darkness
looking for young boys like me
whose body shivered and transmitted strange currents
whenever the mango tree flowered.

Raamesh Gowri Raghavan
Shaving in Siliguri
There is, I suppose, a gruesome fascination
in watching blood spreading across shaving foam:
crimson then red then a dull, gory grey
washed off in hot water and a scar to remember.
But there is perhaps a wish it reminds one of —
blood oozing from a wrist slit with the shaving razor,
the eyes glued to the sight
and the heart beating excitedly till the sound stops
and the light dims, energy drained away like the Teesta:
the virgin Sikkimese stream now deflorated on the Terai,
pregnant with mud and moving zombie-like on the vast
emptiness of the dooars to her doom in the Brahmaputra.
But there is never time for thoughts of suicide –
the cockroached lodge room with its smelly blanket
and rattling fan is no romantic place to die –
and I have fifteen minutes to catch the Kanchan Kanya
leaving New Jalpaiguri at eight thirty-five.

RP Verlaine
Last Train Out
Midnight train leaves
so many stops behind
far more to come.
A red traffic light sun
left over from an angry july
tells me winters coming hard.
Kelsie lights a cigarette
is she whispering goodbye,
or thinking I left long before.
An old map tells me
of the stops ahead
I've never stayed anywhere long.
I see Kelsie walk away
but exactly what from
and to whom?
The blind man told me
he can tell a hustler
by the lies he stole.
He can tell a cop
by the long pauses
between stolen breathes.
He can tell a harlot
by the way she moves
in the dark that he owns.
And I ain’t half blind
no, not most days
when I leave the whiskey alone.
Yet even with closed eyes
I see Kelsie walking away

writing a goodbye.
As the train picks up speed
and everybody standing still
is just left behind.
I will get home soon
just another stop
but all stops are a lie.

Shobhana Kumar
Glass ceiling conversations with S
At the antique store
she is enamoured
with a half-burnt wooden pillar.
In her townhouse,
remnants are set
as the backdrop for the bar.
Dismembered carvings stare,
Muted
syllables blur
into single-malt, 21 years.
She keeps going back
to reclaim a lost era.
Her mother hears voices:
burnished bronze lamps
wince as wicks set them on fire,
putrid recipes spill
from fractured stone vessels,
house-helps swear there are tears
in the portrait paintings.
One morning,
the bank retrieves her collector icons,
(her dubious rise up the corporate ladder)
and slaps a notice on her door.
It’s been twenty years—
ivy tendrils run amok
across the damp wooden door
and a patch of poison mushrooms
springs against a lone, decrepit wall.

Smita Sahay
Sheru or An ode to the Indian pariah dog: Prescription for a toddler’s whooping cough: Feed two ghee smeared rotis to a dog for
three days.
Chai-colored Sheru was the obvious, lone choice, the one who dug up unlidded bins in
backyards into shreds of sanitary napkins, condoms, onion peels. Sheru: scavenger by
night, street-prowler by day, cough-healer in between.
Three days, six rotis later, toddler stopped coughing, but Sheru still came and looked
from the toddler to the mother, the toddler looked from Sheru to the mother. The rotis
continued, sometimes milk, chicken bones on Sundays. ‘Prophylactic’, Sheru must have
thought as he stretched on the compound wall, growling and baring his teeth at little
brown limbed flower-sellers stealing hibiscus. He slept close each night; he spun and
yelped as toddler started walking unsteadily to school.
Toddler would grow up, shift her faith to cough expectorants, stay away from unclean
strays; while playing Taboo looking to indicate ‘gratitude’ to her team, she would blurt,
‘Sheru’.
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R. Vatsala
translated by K. Srilata
Twilight
I
These are a few things I am fond of:
twilight,
the colour grey,
teenage years,
thresholds,
and Narasimha.
It was a happy childhood.
I was fond of everyone,
and they, of me.
In their hands, I became Krishna.
They would get me to wear a silk veshti,
and feast on the sight.
Sometimes, it was a silk skirt,
a blouse, chain and bangles
they would get me to wear.
They would photograph me
have the pictures framed.
Later, Appa smashed them
and threw them in the bin.

(sarong worn by men)

School I was fond of.
My books too.
Later, the only thing left
was my fondness for books.
II
At first, it was the way I walked.
Soon, it was my voice.
And then, everything.
They were no longer fond of me.
All that remained in me was fear.
Appa was always angry.

(father)

Amma did the temple rounds with me.

(mother)

She cried often.
As for Paati, she tied a coin
in a piece of turmeric cloth
and offered it
to the Lord of Tirupathi.
And then, they stopped me from going to school.
For fear of being thrown out,
I consented to this house arrest.
My Math teacher pleaded with them.
They paid no attention to her.
They took me to the counsellor.
He counselled them instead.
“What would you rather be?” he asked, turning to me,

(grandmother)

“A man or a woman?”
“I would rather stay as I am”, I said.
Appa and amma shook their heads in despair…
III
Today,
in the forms I fill out,
I write:
Third gender
with pride.
I am fond of twilight.

Shriram Sivaramkrishnan
‘oumuamua
not an apostrophe but a quotation mark
an ‘okina
the sound an air-flow fails to make
as it snags at the glottis
‘oumuamua
at first you were thought of as an asteroid
but when you fled the sun
you carved a shape only an interstellar
object can do
then you became a comet
but you have no fiery tail
you are an ape
you ape nothing we could ever understand
you are dull but shinier than a comet
featureless
highly elongated or extremely flat
‘oumuamua
the first distant messenger in Hawaiian
sent from a distant past to
reach out to us
tumbling
it is unknown how long you have been this way
belonging and oblonging among dead
stars
in about 20000 years you will leave our solar system
you already are on your way out...
light years past us or ahead of us
you know it
time happens because pace and space happened
‘oumuamua
it is unknown your origin
unknown where this journey of yours will take you at last
if it is indeed a journey and if there is a
last
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Srividya Sivakumar
Kiss Goodbye
The river took away my wedding garland flowers.
The movie tickets from the first time I put my head on your shoulder.
The handmade paper that I had been meaning to write on.
Under the waters you’ll find, my turquoise bracelet, the family dog, a love seat.
An aunt.
The graves of my parents are underwater. The photo album is disintegrating.
The old sofa I claimed for myself and the lizards that claimed it after I left.
The waters have my textbooks. And the breath of the first woman who touched me.
They carry my mother’s cough and the sweat I wiped on her sari.
My father’s rum and his sharp tongue, my cat and its short life, my sisters and their dreams.
It’s all in the water.
The water is a loving ferocious goddess.
And her blessing is abundance.
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Allan Lake
Foto Sicily: Madonna
Dark, disabled beggar woman,
babe in arm, wants one euro
for a small card featuring
Nordic Madonna & child.
I give her a euro, wait
then rip card in half,
toss bits to heaven.
The irony? Oh,
I’m hanging on
to that baby.
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Haibun
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Soumya V
Dormant Volcanoes
“Amma, ginger wine yetla chestavu?”
My first phone call home in a month, and I have begun with the query of a recipe.
“Amma. How do you make ginger wine?”
You take a deep breath - I hear you swallow the urge to rant about ‘love, life and
ungrateful children’.
Instead, you twist love into the words: ‘Ginger wine? Simplest thing in the world’.
Instead, you breathe life into the dead red chillies, ginger, cinnamon, boil them in
colourful instructions and hand me a glass from eight hundred kilometres away.
Everything you do not say is heavy with hurt, heavy with the silence of me - your
ungrateful child. Everything you do not say sinks with its own weight to the bottom
of the wine, so when I take the last sip, your tough love burns like medicine, the
sourness stinging in an attempt to heal.
You glibly move on to chatter about your ever-flourishing garden - blooming
Christmas cacti, frizzled lemongrass, twisted bachalaaku - something to care for in an
empty nest. They are better replacements to me and my sister, I feel.
The cacti will not fuss when it is dressed in an ornamental bottle. The lemongrass will
diligently flavour your tea. The bachalaaku vines will flexibly adjust, wrap themselves
around any pole/pillar/fence of your wish.
Not that you wish for much.
Even with your unrealised dream of having a little patch to labour on, you are
perfectly happy twittering about little birds, society gossip, Mastanamma YouTube
videos, orange juice and yoga classes.
I have much to learn - the skill of harbouring this open-hearted practical romance
towards life. Ginger wine recipes are secondary.
I punctuate your elaborate descriptions (fit for a world-class storyteller) with
monosyllabic replies. Flashes of pepper in a boiling pot. At least once, I would want
to colour this conversation black with an apology, an explanation, a promise to be
better. At least once, I would want this broth we appetise ourselves with to leave us
both in honest decanting tears. But reconciliation is always an optional ingredient in
a conversation.
Added to taste.
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So, I mumble a vague assurance of my well-being, banter a little. I hear you hobble
back to your cold granite kitchen slab where several meals await your meticulous
planning and preparation. I hang up, because you never do.
Until next time, when surrounded by smothering smoke and artifice, my soul
nostalgic for the joy of simplicity will pick up the mobile, dial a number and say,
“Amma, mor kuzhambu yetla chestavu?”
raga malhara —
pakoras sizzle through
the telephone
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Nabina Das
Hemispheric
Knowing you is like gauging the night sky. When the baked glow of the Deccan rises
up to seek the rain, I remember how your voice rises. In slow movements, like tree
limbs darkening in a mauve summer breeze. I look up and find a vastness vaster than
my heart, a lit-up highway in the space. Is it gegenschein or airglow, I wonder.
Possibly the bioluminescence of my firefly-limbs, the tiny movements that trickle right
after a sowing song in this land. Who are those lovers that have lived inside you? I
look, I search. The sky right after twilight has gathered its sari pleats. The colours are
in a heady mix, signalling the low sun to take this rendezvous to the night's secret lair.
I lapse into the dark-ink bowl of daylessness with the knowledge that your liquid air,
your chunks of sunlight, and the flutter all over your body are just waking up to
greenbluewhiting of our words. Exactly at those moments I also know you're gone
deep into some wonderland crammed with animals and birds and ferns and
figureheads. The salty mariner that you are, I know for sure you are sailing among the
green foliage, maybe bogs, and most certainly, bushes and wilderness speckled with
berries and insects. People write in vines, extracts, and long-drawn breaths. Are your
words lonely logos across the dunes of time? They say the goddess of utterances
makes imprints of them, grapheme by grapheme. Across the just-rained-in rocks and
cheruvus, I read each word to actually see those fabulous lights in the night sky, smell
the embracing undergrowth, and the compost, the leftovers of the raccoons, and the
feathers of birds in their mercurial coming and going. I see you like an apparition
flying under the sleeping Mah Laqa Bai's shadow here. And I know you fleet in and
out of your cove there, a fluid fish. I only see you better now with all the details of
your world stitched back to mine now. It's surreal, the thought, but maybe your radio
ether can pick up my breath at times, taproot timbre, staccato as my dreams, a noisy
static like the germinal leaf's shudder
now the hemispheres send rain –
our words so darkly us
the charcoal yours, the mist mine
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Gautam Nadkarni
The Bitter Pill
When my father’s doctor friend came on a visit to our place one evening I was ready
to stick out my tongue at him. I expected him to demand it. But nothing of the sort
happened. Dad poured out the pre-dinner aperitif and the duo settled down. After a
while the conversation veered to all things medical.
“Drinking alcohol is bad, very bad for health,” said the good doctor now on his third
large scotch. I listened attentively. He went into lurid details which turned my
stomach. It included a list of organs like the liver and pancreas which sounded
strange, romantic and foreign all at once.
“Yes, indeed,” continued the friend, “Another thing to be avoided, young man, is the
killer -- cigarettes.” He paused dramatically to light a Marlboro and inhale deeply.
“The thing causes cancer, you know,” he said between puffs.
Later, at dinner, Doctor uncle stressed the need for restraint in one’s eating habits. He
recommended abstaining from red meats which were rich in cholesterol, as he helped
himself to a second plateful of mutton biryani. He told us all the scary things that
cholesterol does to the arteries. I wondered if I would be able to sleep that night.
When he left for home he left me in a thoughtful mood. I was very much impressed
by all that Dad’s doctor pal had said. And I took a solemn vow to abstain from booze
and cigarettes and red meat for the remainder of my life.
Unless, of course, it was on the house.
trauma patient —
the doctor avoids mentioning
his charges
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Peter Jastermsky
His Own Pace
People tell you things, all kinds of things. Then I fall for the truth that ends up being
far from it. Like the time my friend told me I dropped my pecker. Now, I’m pretty
sure I didn’t drop it, whatever it was, but his laughter told me otherwise. Especially
with his mother there, laughing along. But I wasn’t laughing because it upsets me to
lose things. So I stared real hard into my shoes until they said they were sorry. Now,
my vocabulary did grow one word bigger that day. But I don’t like this way of getting
smart.
filling up
with lost regretsempty sockets
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Calder, Reimagined
With help from a pair of pliers, the boy makes the most of his unhappy home life He
practices first on Papa’s violin strings, and then Mama’s wire clothes hangers. Today,
it is raining, but Grandpa’s umbrella no longer opens. All the wire, whisked away.
November moon
how we learn
to light the kindling
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Martha Magenta
Broken Links
Sid has been on his own since Sylvia left. He’s always talking about going places when
he’s fixed his motorbike. He has plotted his route on a map in red marker. First, the
Portsmouth to Cherbourg ferry, then south through France, across the Pyrenees, down
through eastern Spain and into Morocco. Then he would go along the East coast of
Africa. He tugs on a spliff. Summer is nearly over.
I ask him what happened to his plans to join friends at an ashram in India. He says
there are too many war zones in the way. He would have to leave the bike and take a
train to Moscow . . . or take a plane . . . but he really wants to go by motorcycle.
But the bike has been in pieces for weeks—the chain in a plastic bowl soaking in
something to get the gunk out; tyreless wheels in the hallway; black oil everywhere.
He rubs a ginger-stubbled chin with oil-stained fingers and mutters about camshafts,
cables and constant depression carburettor needles.
autumn breeze
the migration
of swallows
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Krishna Ahir
Fireflies
It’s dark and cold outside, my eyes unable to discern where sand meets water. Dusk
comes and goes, plummeting the evening into darkness.
Though even as my eyes surrender to the dense absence of light, my other senses
intensify, I can hear the strong crash of waves as they hit the shoreline, sending the
foaming water up to the beach in cold stream. I become quiet by the sound of
shimmering pebbles ramming like marbles as they draw back with the waves. I can
feel the sea's cool haze touching my face; taste its salt on my lips. The scent of seaweed
drifts in the gentle breeze - and then, slowly, the faintest trace of smoke.
I glance over my shoulder; a tiny dot of light pierces the darkness. It's a beacon on this
cool night, and I start walking towards it, digging my toes into the soft sand with each
step.
moonlight
peeking through clouds
crackling of fire
He’s still there, tending the fire, feeding the flames until the heat is corporeal. The air
flickers between us like a veil - a line I yearn to cross. He stirs up clouds of smoke,
rousing feelings in me as I watch his busy hands. I wait unwearyingly for him to notice
me, and when he does, I catch my breath.
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Anna Cates
Summer Maintenance
I enter the Sherwin Williams store, needing a can of exterior white primer. I can't help
but note how cute the cashier is. It’s unlike me. Too bad, though, that I don't have a
girl closer to his age with me. Then I could encourage her to give him her phone
number, or ask for his, or a business card . . .
Not only was he knowledgeable about paint, he also recommended a good caulk.
dinner date
hiding in the chop suey
the next senryu
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Mathew Caretti
Zen Flights:
Four Seasons by LaGuardia
I. Summer
Under the landing path the zendo. Yet I arrive by car. A long drive into the city heat.
Far from the Pennsylvania countryside. Soon becoming anonymous in the crowds.
Unknown to myself. Undone in the meagre cell overlooking the bay.
air traffic
a murder of crows
round the beacon
II. Autumn
A jetliner pokes a hole in the tumble of clouds. I count ten before it’s shiny silver
disappears. Return to zero. From sky to horizon to the windswept waters.
landing gear
soft splash
of the geese

III. Winter
The park is still. Crowds chased by the bitter cold. By the night. Runway lights flicker
on. Followed by the soft glow of Christmas tree bulbs.
flight pattern
snowflakes circle
the old pine

IV. Spring
A homeless man stirs from his bench. Packs his cardboard and blankets. Stretches.
Open palms releasing the day's first flight.
Flushing Bay
the take-off rumble
of sunrise
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Raine Geoghegan
Up Early
She walks the three mile journey in all weathers, pushing her empty barrow through
the station yard. Burt the Railway Guard, is always there to greet her, he lost a hand
in the trenches and she calls him, 'a dear, blessed man.' He always goes home with a
bunch of flowers, Amy's treat.
Dressed in her green pinafore and coat, her side pocket tied around her waist, and
wearing a purple head scarf, she sucks peppermint candies. Pushing her barrow up
the ramp she enters the carriage at the end of the train, standing all the way from
Feltham to Waterloo. Once there, she walks swiftly out of the station and over
Waterloo Bridge then onto Nine Elms market where she buys the freshest, most
colourful lolladi. This is where she uses cunning to get what she wants, never paying
the full price. She bumps into ‘all sorts of characters.’ There’s Joey who runs the café
who gives her tips on the horses. There’s old Mrs Kray who sells tulips when they’re
in season, a relative of sorts.
Spanish dancers
blood orange dahlias
soaking in water
‘Ooh, yer can’t beat ‘em.’ She also loves carnations. ‘ow much do yer want fer these
cars?’ The seller says, ‘Two pounds for you Amy.’ ‘I’ll give yer one pound fifty and not a
penny more and I’ll ‘ave another two boxes.’ He tries charging her more but she’s not
having it. She walks away, he calls her back. ‘Alright Amy, they’re yours’.’ The barrow
is filled box by box, she ties them tight with string then says, ‘I’m off ‘ome.’ By the time
she gets home to ‘anarth, she’s worn out. A bowl of oxtail, a drop of whiskey and she’s
ready for bed. Her husband wraps his arms around her waist. She says. ‘Go to sleep
Alf, I’m dukkered.’

Notes –
Lolladi – flowers
Dukkered – exhausted.
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Sean O Connor
Notice
There is nothing in this photograph that says dementia.
We are sitting on a bed. His bed. For the moment. He wears a smart striped shirt and
the trousers of one of his suits. Close shaven and hair white as a senator's. His
eyebrows knitted and hands caught in a gesture suggesting he is explaining
something complicated to me, something important. I appear to be listening intently,
making an effort to understand. There is a sadness in my frozen face. I look at my eyes
and see something there that catches me by surprise. Something I was not aware of,
not at the time. My eyes are fixed on an unfolding loss. Pale embers of grief smoulder
in them.
At first, I am embarrassed at what they reveal. Disappointed that I let my guard down.
Looking again, my disappointment deepens on seeing that he does not notice. He
cannot notice. Part of me wants him to, or at least, be able to. And part of me, a sunken
part, knows that this is beyond us.
Look at the picture, backlit, heavily exposed.
in dying daylight
the screech of an owl
unanswered
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Shreya Narang
Ayushman Bhava
The only light in the room is the scant vestiges of the day that come in as I open the
door. Everything seems hazy and indistinct. My eyes are dazzled. For a moment, I
don't know whether to step inside or slam the door and run away. So I sit in the middle
of the entrance, staring at a room which reflects the emptiness inside me.
No, there are no tears in these eyes. Instead, I wish to scream from the depths of my
stomach, so he could hear it up there and realise that I was extremely proud of him
and yet nothing would ever stop the craving of this lap whose eternal love was his
tiny breaths.
sandhya
my lips still taste of
prayers for him
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Srividya speaks Poetry
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The Romance of Poetry
“I do not write to you, but of you,/because the paper that we write on/is our
perishable skin.” — Melissa Lee-Houghton
The house is filled with books. Writing desks and individual studies are the rule. The
milk is forgotten at the door, meals are ordered in, rather than cooked and the children
get an indifferent education and upbringing. This seems to be the general idea of a
poet couple’s existence. Throw in some volatile fights, some childish pouring of ink
on each other’s work – or deleting the document and emptying the Recycle Bin for
good measure – and you have most of the clichés down pat. But what’s the reality of
poets in love?
We start with the Brownings, Elizabeth Barrett and Robert. Even a passing interest in
their life will tell you that Robert had been a long-time admirer of her work before the
relationship changed. She, invalid, hesitant, hurt in love, was reluctant, even anxious
at his proposal. Their correspondence and courtship was conducted in secret, for fear
of her father’s reaction. Post wedding, they moved to Italy, where they had a son and
lived happily until Elizabeth’s death. However, their relationship was not the stuff of
simple romance and neither was she the quintessential woman poet of yore.
She was original and wrote for herself. And Browning encouraged her to find her own
voice. Opinion is divided, though, on his effect on her writing, but when a woman
writes, “ How do I love thee/let me count the ways..” for you, you can’t be all bad. Or
can you?
In direct contrast to this genteel time is the permissiveness of Beat Poetry. This cultural
powerhouse of a movement, anti-establishment and anti-established norms, created a
liberated and provocative space. Beat poets Allen Ginsberg and Peter Orlovsky
remained in a committed relationship they referred to as a marriage for over four
decades. While there was passion and intensity, it was not a relationship of loyalty
and devotion. Both men had other partners and Orlovsky was prone to violence and
mental illnesses. But their love letters reflect tenderness and concern and a genuine
interest in each other’s thoughts and feelings. Not a regular relationship, this, but then
which relationship is, anyway?
Tempestuous is how many would describe the marriage of Sylvia Plath and Ted
Hughes. During their happy times, they wrote poems to each other, travelled
extensively and shared common interests. But this was a troubled relationship,
jeopardised by his womanising and her severe bouts of depression. Plath’s
confessional poetry speaks candidly of her troubles with her husband and her frailty
is patently visible. She committed suicide seven years after her wedding to Hughes
and he became an object of deep hatred for some feminists who held him responsible
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for her death. Plath continues to be one of the most controversial and widely read
women poets.
No matter the nature of the relationship, seemingly harmonious as the Brownings or
fraught with drama and pain as it was the case with W.H. Auden and his much
younger lover, Chester Kallman, poetic collaborations are never lacking in stimulus
for thought and work.
And that’s almost always a good thing.

Srividya Sivakumar
Poet, columnist and speaker, Dr. Srividya Sivakumar has been a teacher-trainer for
over twenty years, and has published two collections of poetry. Her poetry, often
termed tender and fearless at the same time, was first published in The Blue Note by
the Writers Workshop, Kolkata. Her second book, the critically-acclaimed The Heart is
an Attic, was published by Hawakal Publishers, Kolkata in March 2018. The book
debuted as the #1 New Release in Indian Literature on Amazon.com and is now in its
second edition.
Her poems have found place in various international journals and anthologies
including Epiphanies and Last Realizations of Love(2019), Best Indian Poetry 2018, and ‘40
under 40,’ An Anthology of Post-Globalisation Poetry (2016). Her poem Bamboo has been
nominated for the Best of the Net Anthology in 2018.
In an attempt to bring poetry to a wider readership, Srividya wrote a weekly column,
Running on Poetry, for The Hindu’s Metroplus, from February 2014 to December
2016. The column is all set to reappear in the online literary journal Narrow Road. She
is invited to speak on literature and poetry at events, and was part of TEDx GCT and
TEDxKids@RSPuram, in 2013, and TEDxYouth@Lovedale in October 2018.
Srividya has read her work at Atta Galatta, Bangalore, the Ooty Literary Festival,
Alliance Française, Hyderabad, EFLU, Hyderabad and at the Ethos Literary Festival,
Calcutta. She was also part of ‘And Still They Rise,’ a reading organised by the U.S.
Consulate General, Hyderabad and RædLeaf Foundation for Poetry and Allied Arts,
the Coimbatore Literary Festival, and the Kritya Poetry Festival, among others.
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Submission Guidelines
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Narrow Road Literary Magazine is a triannual journal published in April, August and
December. It focusses on flash fiction, poetry and haibun. The first edition of the
journal, which you have been reading was invite only. However, from the second
edition we are open to unsolicited submissions and will read your works during the
following periods:
June 1 - July 15 for the August Issue.
Oct 1 - Nov 15 for the December Issue.
Feb 1 - Mar 15 for the April Issue.
All flash fiction pieces, poems and haibun (works) submitted for publication will
undergo a review by editors of the individual genres. It will take approximately a
month for them to notify you whether your submission has been accepted, accepted
subject to revisions, or not accepted. Please be aware that at times, our editors may be
unavailable for short periods, so there could be delays in getting back to you. Time
constraints and the voluntary nature of editors' roles restrict editors from
corresponding in any depth with writers whose work has not been accepted.
We like to keep the communication lines clear and simple. But please do follow the
following guidelines. Please remember all submissions are subject to these guidelines.
1. You may submit up to three pieces in a single submission during any one
submission period.
2. You may only submit work that is not under consideration by other
publications. Works posted on closed Internet discussion forums or on personal
web sites that are not publication sites will be considered, and so will previously
published works, provided you inform us of the publication venue and date. If
accepted, the said work will be noted as previously published.
4. Once a work is accepted, we reserve the right to publish the work in the next
issue of Narrow Road, and in any associated annual print or online journals or
anthologies.
5. Narrow Road retains first rights for all works that appear in this journal for the
first time. This means that if your work is subsequently published elsewhere, that
publication must cite Narrow Road as the place of original publication.
6. Please do include your Name and place of residence in the mail.
Submission Procedures are as follows.
1. Submissions are to be sent to individual editors on narrowroad.mag@gmail.com.
The editor for each genre is listed below: (a)

Flash Fiction – Rohini Gupta

(b)

Poetry –Raamesh Gowri Raghavan
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(c)

Haibun – Paresh Tiwari

2. Your subject line should contain your name, the title(s) of your works, the
genre you are submitting for and the date. Send separate emails for separate
genres, it makes the editors’ lives a wee bit more worth living. We request you to
paste your work directly into the body of the email, unless the concrete structure
of your work requires you to put it in a word doc or pdf. In this case please do
mention in your mail that you want your work to appear in the form you have
sent.
Copy Editing.
All work accepted will be copy (not content) edited. As for changes in content, once a
piece has been accepted and formatted for the journal, we will not accept content
changes except under unusual circumstances.
We look forward to your works.
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What are we looking for?
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Fiction
Renewed guidelines
We are now accepting short stories as well as quality flash fiction.
Length The only difference between short stories and flash fiction is the length. Short stories
should be less than 3000 words. Flash fiction needs to be shorter than 1000 words.
There is no minimum length. If you can tell a story in very few words, go for it. The
shorter your story, if it fulfils the criteria of a story, the better your chance of getting it
accepted.
However, the maximum length is fixed. Which means 3000 and 1000 words and below
is okay but 3001 or 1001 and above is not. Edit carefully and check word length before
sending it in.
A complete story Within the word length, we are looking for a complete story with a beginning, a
middle and an end, at least one character, some action or movement and preferably,
some dialogue. A story can be defined as - a character facing a problem, acting to
resolve it and reaching some kind of completion at the end. There must be movement
and progress in the story.
The ending can be of any kind – a happy or unhappy ending. A twist or a surprise or
even an ambiguous ending provided it seems natural and not contrived.
Any genre is acceptable. The emphasis is on quality and good writing.
What we are looking for –
• Well written stories which draw you in and keep you engaged.
• New and fresh ways of looking at familiar subjects.
• Beautiful or lyrical language.
• Original ideas along with easy narrative skills. Originality counts. Make sure
your story is not just following the old and trite clichés.
What we do not want • Long vague wandering pieces in which a character does nothing but drink tea
and brood.
• Descriptive pieces in which nothing progresses.
• An endless monologue.
• Philosophy or arguments of any kind are not stories. Promoting a cause is not
fiction. Exploring an idea is better suited to an essay rather than a story.
• Jokes which only build up to a pun or a punch line. They are not fiction. Don’t
bother to send jokes – we have read them all. We want stories with a beginning,
a middle and an end.
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Poetry
There are as many definitions of poetry as there are poets. Wordsworth defined poetry
as "the spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings;" Emily Dickinson said, "If I read a
book and it makes my body so cold no fire ever can warm me, I know that is poetry;"
and Dylan Thomas defined poetry this way: "Poetry is what makes me laugh or cry or
yawn, what makes my toenails twinkle, what makes me want to do this or that or
nothing."
Poetry is a lot of things to a lot of people. And we at Narrow Road will not attempt to
tell you what that is, since we are not that sure either. But yes, we not look at
unnecessarily1 rhyming words very kindly.
We have chosen to discard shape poems altogether. The journal changes many hands
during the typesetting and compilation process, and it is a nightmare to maintain
shape, as binge-eaters on holidays will readily affirm. We must therefore ask you not
to submit shape poems or those with finicky alignments or accept the rough and ready
corseting we will perpetrate by left-aligning everything we select.

1

Go ahead and send a villanelle, sonnet or any other form poetry if you’re confident of getting the meter and
rhythm right, alongside the rhyme.
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Haibun
Haibun is a prose poem that uses embedded haiku to enhance the composition’s
overall resonance and effect. And that’s all that we will leave you with. English
language haibun is an evolving and highly complex form of writing and if we start
delving into the various definitions, do’s and don’ts, is and isn’t, we may never be able
to enjoy what the form may stand for.
The fourteen haibun contained in this first issue would give you a fair idea of what
we are looking for. Surprise us, move us, shock us, just do not maintain the status quo.
As for the haiku in the haibun, we believe it to be an integral part of the composition.
It should move the story forward or take the narrative in a different direction. It may
add insight or another dimension to the prose, resolve the conflict in an unpredictable
way, or may question the resolution of the prose.
It’s perfectly fine with us if the haiku does not work as a standalone piece of poetry, if
it makes sense in the overall narrative and follows the other aesthetics of a haiku, we
are open to it. But, yes 5-7-5 is usually not a haiku.

Happy Writing!
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Review
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Sarita Jenamani
Sin of Semantics by Saima Afreen
“A poem begins as a lump in the throat”, Robert Frost maintains, “a sense of wrong,
homesickness, lovesickness.” You feel exactly the same way when you go through ‘Sin
of Semantics’, a book of poems soft and velvety, but at the same time with strong and
deep suggestions buried inside them. This is a poetry collection whose taste
accompanies you for long after you have closed the book not only for its thematic
freshness, but also for its expressiveness and virtuosity and all this comes as a pleasant
surprise when you know that this is Saima Afreen’s début poetry collection
notwithstanding the fact that her poems have already found their place in various
renowned national and international journals. Her poetic talent got appreciation from
international institutions like Villa Sarkia Writers’ Residency (Finland), where she
completed the manuscript of Sin of Semantics. Recently, she was awarded the
prestigious Charles Wallace India Trust Fellowship (2019) in Creative Writing at the
University of Kent, United Kingdom.
This collection houses poems that address an array of subjects, with a juxtaposition of
various themes as well as cultures. Being an Indian she is completely aware of her
cosmopolitan background, but at the same time you find a conspicuous presence of
Muslim ethos that constitutes a major part of her poetic identity and deeply anchors
in her poems. The book begins with one of such a poems: ‘Shab-e-Qadr’.
the minaret on the velvet mat glows
where foreheads kissed the earth
in a rank above angels
and shone like smooth stones
with skylight, not born yet infused,
for once this night bows to angels’ Master
who listens but never speaks
who will take back what was His
who will silence the universe this night
rocking the sleeping bodies
with the touch of his quill.
She returns again and again to her roots, especially her metaphors are marked by a
recurring recourse to Islamic mysticism and her poems reflect the magnificent aura of
Arabian nights. The caravan of her thoughts wanders like Majnun in Arabian deserts
in search for her images, however, at the same time, indigenous topography too makes
its powerful presence felt in the pattern of her poems creating thereby a Ganga-Jamuni
cultural cartography of Indian Subcontinent.
Sindhu River is silent,
has been since time immemorial
its mouth is the dream of gods:
wide, deep enough to house
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thousands of years and civilisations
that cannot be wrapped even if the earth is paper herself
Language, as the title of her book suggests, takes significant position in her writings,
that is, here the language serves as a semiotic representation where one image depicts
multiple meanings and configuration of ideas. She engages herself with linguistic and
literary transactions as we find it in her poem Sin of Semantics that lends the book its
name.
Inherited by a sentence
What is it that weeps
Inside the frontier
Between
The rivers and mirrors?
Darkness s p l i n t e r s as my sun
Themes of her poems are as diverse as life itself is. On the one hand, she dares to share
the most intimate relationship with her father as we see it in her poem ‘Remembering
a Smell
There it is like yesterday. The tin box,
Opened with a tiny thumb, the happy-rude bristles
Smelling of Cherry Blossom Shoe Polish
The four tiny cherries on it look sweet
like puffed baby hands. My hands.
Held by a ruddy pair firmly. Dad.
Sitting in a sea of shoes. Family feet.
Shining in his hands, growing like black-blue ravens
On the other hand, we have a poem like ‘For a Child of Kashmir’ where she is involved
in a political discourse that emerges from our immediate surrounding and
contemporary life:
See,
Child,
Forest scents
Try to mend the shawl of the torn sky
That your mother covered herself with.
Dirty scraps of blue cloth
Fall on catacombs
Beneath chinar trees.
Child,
Tell me,
Will the world ever come to know
What it means
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To breathe
Inside a dead womb?
Complexities and complicacies of human existence and the systems they are tied with
reflect in the images that build a harmony of precision and evocation, and almost a
musical balance in her writings. Some of her poems are essentially mystical whereas
some others are poignant in their playful portrayal of her perspectives on life. The soft
femininity structure of her poetry is not just because of the fact that she is conscious
of her feminine self, but possibly also because of her mother tongue; Urdu, a language
that is a paragon of lyricism and poetry and her oeuvres seem to be soaked in the
silkiness of Urdu ghazal tradition. But, mellowness of her language and her chiseled
products does not hinder her to engage in the fundamental questions of our everyday
life. These are the instances of insight that appear like sparks in a dark night. Her keen
and enlightening observations coupled with an equally eloquent expression are to be
found in her poem ‘Survival’:
Flowers in transparent glass
turn into perfume—the last act of survival
the sky collapses in the drops
an ally in exile, it opens its mouth
and sucks the fable of each petal
much like the private audience
the mirror offers to your hair
a garden-green light
shakes the sleeping herbs inside your skin
wakes the mountains that borrow your minerals
the milky rivers, the music in blood—
In her first book Saima Afreen has achieved a great deal to find her own voice – a voice
that is soothing and pleasant, but also powerful.

Sarita Jenamani

Sarita Jenamani is an Indian poet with three collections to her credit and translates
literature from Odia, her mother tongue to German and vice versa. She lives in Vienna,
Austria and edits a bilingual (German/English) magazine for migrant literature. She
is the general secretary of PEN International’s Austrian chapter.
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About the book

'Sin of Semantics' is poet-journalist Saima Afreen's debut poetry collection. It
traces the metaphorical and the mythological, as well as offering insights into the
cultural and political structures that limit the feminine within all of our lives. Poet and
cultural theorist Ranjit Hoskote says about this book: '‘The poems collected to form Sin
of Semantics are richly sensuous, evocative of scents, smells, textures, the visual and
auditory delights of various seasons, and the particularities of place. Afreen’s poems
are vivid with songs, the names of flowers, glimpses of streetscapes drawn from
Kashmir, from Gangetic India, from Scandinavia."
Saima Afreen

Saima Afreen is an award-winning poet who also works as Deputy City Editor
with The New Indian Express. Her poems have appeared in several Indian and
international journals, including Indian Literature, HCE Review, Barely South
Review, The Bellingham Review, The Stillwater Review, The McNeese Review, The
Nassau Review, The Oklahoma Review, Staghill Literary Journal, The Notre Dame
Review, Roanoke Review, Honest Ulsterman, and Existere, among others. She
received 'Writer of the Year Award, 2016' from Nassau Community College (the State
University of New York). She has been part of several literary festivals and platforms
such as Sahitya Akademi Poets’ Meet, Goa Arts and Literary Festival, TEDx VNRVJIET, Prakriti Poetry Festival, Hyderabad Literary Festival, Betty June Silconas
Poetry Festival (New Jersey), Helsinki Poetry Jam, Pulse Radio Glasgow, the
University of Stirling, the University of Westminster, Waterstones Bookstore
Canterbury, and the University of Kent. In the autumn of 2017, she was awarded the
Villa Sarkia Writers’ Residency (Finland), where she completed the manuscript of Sin
of Semantics. This is her début poetry collection. She’s been awarded the Charles
Wallace India Trust Fellowship (2019) in Creative Writing at the University of Kent,
United Kingdom.
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Artist in Spotlight
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Pradnya Kushal Poddar
Pradnya Kushal expresses her ardour and intensity of experience through visual
medium. She comes from Aurangabad, Maharashtra and is presently residing in West
Bengal since her marriage.
A practicing lawyer at High Court, painting has been more than a hobby for her. It is
in sync with her expression and its relationship with impression. Her works reflect a
study of conflict between reality and its interpretations while the subjects vary from
definite to formlessness.
She passed Drawing Grade Exam with A grade for the State of Maharashtra.
She won the Rhythm Divine contest for Artwork for Chapbook Cover. Her works have
been published in international magazines, more recently at several issues of Alien
Buddha Press Zine, Phoenix.
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